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Olympic Sports, Spirits and Stories 
 

Small Stories and Miniscule Myths 
 

With every large scale master-planning exercise comes a grand narrative of 

regeneration, with every Olympics comes the weight of the ‘Olympic Story’ and with 

every map or plan comes a legend. As 2012 approaches and the increasingly 

contentious issues and ideas of legacy come to the fore enchanting tales of the future 

are woven and mapped onto the East London Olympic development site. Amid this 

spinning of stories, the aims of this article is to give voice to the smaller stories, 

miniscule myths and histories of the area that examine, intervene in and puncture the 

utopian myth of progress inherent in the Olympic development - counteracting tabula 

rasa urbanism and questioning the dystopian reality of such visionary projects.  

 

With the vast scale of transformation bearing down fast perhaps the best place to begin 

is by telling of one of these smaller Olympic stories……my own.  

This tale begins in an artist’s studio in the East London area of Hackney Wick - in a 

draughty paint daubed breezeblock room without plumbing overlooking the waterways 

that border what is now the Olympic construction site. The Wick, beginning life as a 

village on the edge of London and now designated a new ‘urban village’ and focus of 

regeneration teams – then and now an outpost, an urban island bordered by road, river, 

rail and now ridges of soil and rising architecture. In 2006 this frontier land became the 

focus of publicity and prospectors as London geared up to fight for its place on the world 

stage as an Olympic City. Day by day landmarks of this territory were rapidly cleaned up 

and cleared out. The Hackney Wick Stadium previously home to grey hound racing, 

speedway tracks and a vast informal market paradise for scavengers was marked for 

demolition. 

The area that had been our source and resource as a place to roam and photograph, 

was infiltrated by fly by night news presenters and the surreal sight of bobbies on the 



beat strolling down Marshgate Lane past the banners of protest, looming power lines 

and verdant riversides. These waterways featured prominently in St Etienne’s 2006 film 

homage to the lower lea valley in ‘What Have you Done Today Mervyn Day’ and now the 

usual wanderers were joined by spiralling documentarians, official and unofficial media, 

artists and archivists.           

 

Further shots exist in multiple – all capturing the last small etchings of protest – ‘Fuck 

Seb Coe’ on a rusting turquoise bridge, ‘no bids’, ‘no games’ ‘no bids’, ‘no games’ – the 

repetition interrupted by ‘no parts’ on car yard’s corrugated gates and the rapid deletion 

process of these voices of dissent by mobile graffiti removal units –scrubbing and 

spraying on a mission to erase. The cries from the multiple sites and communities that 

make up what will be the Olympic Park reached varying pitches and resonance – from 

the shrieks of waterfowl to the organised resistance of the businesses of Marshgate 

Lane industrial estate, residents of Clays Lane housing estate, travellers sites on 

Waterden Road and the community of Manor Garden Allotments.  

 

The Games 

 

Local photographer Stephen Gill’s ‘Archaeology in Reverse’ series attests to the traces 

of the future already present or inflicted upon the landscape: boarded windows spelling 

‘Good Bye and Good Luck’, trees marked with an X. And indeed an X had been drawn 

over this swathe of eastern land – a white land on the A-Z map, an ‘empty’ land in the 

rhetoric of erasure, dirt and renewal expounded by the development agencies and 

media. For myself and Daniel Edelstyn, faced with the reality of the Olympic dream 

arriving on our doorstep it became imperative to present a critical and creative vision of 

the area as full rather than empty - to mark this moment in London’s political and urban 

fabric and to celebrate the area as it was, at that point, in the present. 

 

Over two cold weekends in February 2007 we made the film ‘The Games’ staging an 

alternative Olympics amid the diverse sites set to become the 2012 London Olympic 

Park – a steeple chase through trapeze training spaces, housing estates and allotments, 

hub cap discus on demolition rubble, synchronised swimming on dirt slope traffic islands 

and a production base shared with construction workers at Rosie’s ‘Griddler’s Café’ in a 

portacabin in Hackney Wick. In both its aesthetic and ethos the film took inspiration from 



the last time the Games were in town in 1948 when the Olympics were dubbed the 

austerity Games and DIY ruled. This application of another era to the 2012 sites 

questioned the need for the global promenade of stadium construction, positing an 

alternative ‘Make do and get by’ scenario working creatively with existing spaces, places 

and people – a vision that to some may now be redolent of an Olympics ‘after the crash’. 

 

 
The Games. 15 minute film by Hilary Powell, Optimistic Productions. 

Photograph by Federico Figa Talamanca. 

 

As the leotard clad figure of the ‘Olympic Spirit’ jumps out of a tree, leapfrogs bollards 

and swings on Hackney Marshes football posts, ‘The Games’ is a poignant swansong of 

an area on the brink of dramatic transformation, the Olympic wreath is a crown of wild 

brambles and the final thank you goes to ‘ all the streets and sites of the future Olympic 

Park.’  

 

That was then –those street names are now memories and a view into the site from the 

vantage point of the Greenway (aka the Northern Outfall Sewer) provides no points of 

reference to this old world of old names but rather a new city where construction workers 

wait at bus stops marked ‘aquatics’ and ‘zone b’. Photographer Gesche Wuerfel’s 



ongoing project ‘Go for Gold!’ resonates as in 2006 she patrolled the area using the 

master plan as a guide to target the sites of future sporting venues - labelling what 

existed (shed café’s, waste lots billboards) with their future titles of ‘Media Centre’, 

‘Velodrome’, ‘Olympic Village’. Making ‘The Games’ was itself a lesson in 

disappearances as roads closed the next day and guerrilla shots were snatched through 

red and white barriers and security fencing. In July 2007 the vivid blue fences rose 

quickly around the site and this area of East London closed to the public for good – to re-

emerge, re-constructed, and repackaged as an urban park for the 21st century in 2012. 

 

In the meantime…… 

As the work of the archaeological teams on the Olympic site affirms, the City expands 

and contracts, buildings and legends fall, rise and are buried again. Stephen Gill quite 

literally buried his photographs in this land and the Museum of London Archaeological 

Services Standing Buildings team document the former uses and subversives (pylons 

used as boxing rings in ‘The Games’) of the industrial icons that no longer grace the 

skyline of the valley as power itself goes underground.  Just as the stories of the hands 

that are at this moment building this Olympic dream – the labourers and skilled migrants, 

remain largely untold (transcripts of recordings selected and censored for official 

promotional material) much that has happened and continues to happen around the 

edge of this site remains below the radar - ephemeral, eventful and illusive. 

 

The aim within my work and the salon is to illuminate and engage with the hidden 

histories and processes behind this Olympian production making a place for multiple 

projects that create a heterogeneous vision of the layered past, present and future of this 

zone. To cluster, witness, document and tell the variegated stories of the events and 

incidents that happen along the way and create a panoramic and choreographic view of 

the site’s ‘before’, ‘after’ and most importantly -  ‘in-between’ i.e the ever evolving now.  

For if, to use their own phrases the Olympic Development Agency are building the stage 

and setting the scene for LOCOG (London Organising Committee for the Olympic 

Games) to put on the show then there are also numerous other players involved as this 

drama unfolds - crucial bit parts performing the fringe in the fringe-lands. 

 

Salon de Refuses Olympique – an alternative Cultural Olympiad? 

 



Originating out of [space]’s ‘Olympic Artist Forum’ and subsequently inspired by 

TINAG’S regular salon series the events I organised a discussion called ‘Salon de 

Refuses Olympique’ for the October 2008 festival. Such a name takes its inspiration 

from the original ‘salon de refuses’ of the Nineteenth Century Parisian art world where, 

beginning as an ‘exhibition of rejects’ the salon de refuses came to represent and hold 

an avant-garde of sorts – a counter exhibition and site of experimentation and 

innovation. Here, in the context of wider ‘official’ Cultural Olympiad programming the 

salon gives voice to those operating alongside and offering a more critical stance - from 

outright rejection of the ‘Olympic story’ to ironic creative critique and adaptive actions. 

Primarily this salon aims to address practices that attempt to engage audiences and 

participants with the Olympic-led regeneration happening in East London in the run-up to 

2012 in a thought provoking and creative way. Does it stand in opposition to the overall 

‘official’ vision for arts and culture in the Olympic Park? As with the first ‘salon de 

refuses’ and other forms of ‘fringe’ or ‘alternative’ programming the relationship is more 

complex and symbiotic.  

 

The ODA advocates an arts and culture project that: honours the history of the past, 

captures the imagination of the present and leaves space for aspirations of the future. 

Such aims resonant with both the reasoning behind the salon and the works gathered 

within it but how much of this is rhetoric and how much actual engagement with the real 

changes happening does this allow for in the context of the blinkered positivity and top 

down political force of the Olympic movement? An element that it is easy to suspect 

lacking from the reality of this cultural agenda is freedom – the freedom to present 

diverse understandings of and direct interventions in landscape on the brink of change. 

This attachment to place and site are critical here as the salon focuses on projects at a 

literal ‘grass roots‘ level operating in the territories bordering the Olympic Park. It is not 

about debating Culture but of exploring diverse forms of cultural agency operating on the 

ground in a celebration of change that can encompass critique as apposed to iconic, 

oblique and Celebratory projects with a capital C that stands for control. It posits a 

freedom of expression when engaging with political and urban change  - one freedom 

that is increasingly challenged. If each Olympics responds to or reflects the international 

zeitgeist or geo political climate (from the Nazi Olympics of 1936 to post war Britain’s 

1948 ‘Austerity Games’ and the recent and current Beijing and Vancouver Human 

Right’s infringements) then the 2012 Games may be christened the ‘Copyright Olympics’ 



as Orwellian corporate control and surveillance under the misplaced excuse of ‘brand 

protection’ extends to possession of words and words in combination – another reason 

for the salon’s own ‘re-brand.’ 

 

But that’s another story to be told, for even before freedom the f word on most artists 

and cultural organisations lips is funding. At October’s salon artist Tessa Garland 

presented a polemic slow motion video run around the borders of the Olympic Park in 

which Vangelis’ ‘Chariots of Fire’ provides the soundtrack to funding cuts and disillusion.  

On her journey onto the 2012 website the  ‘inspire’ mark figures prominently as a means 

of gaining support and of ‘getting involved’ in the Cultural Olympiad. In reality this 

involves a branding exercise in which chosen events or projects are bestowed with the 

‘mark’. This mark comes with no financial support, raises complex issues of co-option 

and potentially alienates participants – issues faced in the first Hackney Wick Festival in 

September 2008, which, based as it is in the community most directly impacted upon by 

the large scale construction site on its boundaries contains many local residents far from 

inspired by their situation.  

 

Creative clustering 

 

Paradoxically however, the salon and the projects are ‘inspired by’ 2012 – if inspired by 

means to affect or call to action then the Olympic site, brand propaganda machine and 

media circus have become a rich source for creative appropriation. Without needing to 

be stamped and approved, the impetus for the operation of the salon remains somewhat 

outside of debates on cultural funding inspired as it is by it’s beginnings in my film ‘The 

Games’ and the DIY ethos of making do and getting by, keeping calm and carrying on. A 

salon is in essence a gathering of people, ideas and opinions. This particular salon is a 

place for curios and collections and alternative visions of the past and future as far away 

from a master plan as you can travel in which snippets and stories not grand narratives 

abound. This is where the ‘Wick Curiosity Shop’ comes in. 

 

The art and architecture collective public works were commissioned by [space] to 

produce a project for the first Hackney Wick Festival centred on an underused green 

space amid the housing estates of the Wick besides the Eastway that forms just one of 

the outer boundaries of this urban island site.  Throughout summer 2008 they were out 



and about in Hackney Wick, hosting music bingo, running walks, finding out more about 

the area and encouraging people to show and share recollections, facts and finds. On 

the inaugural day of the festival a shop, housed in a moveable and adaptable structure 

called the Mobile Porch, hosted an eclectic mix of local curiosities acting as museum, 

cinema, stage and meeting place. Online the shop exists as a living archive of local 

ephemera - from objects (Bovril bottles excavated from the Manor Garden Allotment 

site) to songs (from rocking Wick band ‘Hackney Boots’ to Trowbridge Senior Citizen 

Club singing ‘Dear Old Hackney Wick’). Such collections grow organically prompted by 

conversations, chance meetings and organised outings of the ‘shop’ into this Olympic 

fringe area but the curious stories and spaces it stumbles upon are now becoming prized 

commodities within a wider institutional impulse to collect the Olympics and map the 

change.  

 

Off to a late start these Saatchi’s of the edge-lands and colonisers of community history 

are in overdrive and this drive is indeed important – a need to record and give voice and 

to do this within a culture of exchange and not plunder. However plunder and erasure 

are built deep into the foundations of exploration, discovery and collection that 

paradoxically thrives on destruction and, in an archaeological context, ‘finds’ (from Bovril 

bottles to Roman Roads) only become unearthed through excavation and disruption. As 

such their collection is a removal from both site and context. Whilst this mass collecting 

impulse continues full speed ahead, the word and practice I am drawn to is ‘gleaning’. 

Literally understood as ‘to gather after the harvest’ gleaning is a creative political model 

and mental activity - knowledge obtained through experience and interaction with 

everyday minutiae and meta-narratives. It is a process in which the practice itself can 

influence the story, in which accidents and anecdotes have key roles and footnotes and 

scribbles in the margins counteract and navigate a variegated way through the dominant 

narrative of progress. For amid the glory of history that emerges through excavation 

there is it’s dirt – a history of landfill, radio-active waste and soil contamination now 

exposed to the present, floating on the winds of East London - inhaled but absolutely not 

collected – by institutions – but appropriated and critiqued by others. Dust from the 

Olympic site sold in souvenir packets liked the canned air of ‘the last breath of 

communism.’  

 

 



 

 

 

The Blue Period  

 

 
Stephen Cornford ‘Trespassing the Olympics’ 

 

"Two weeks after publishing the image online the already made-to-fit gate had been 

extended further, lengths of steel welded to within an inch of the tarmac on every other 

fencepost. A month later still and unwanted eyes were excluded too; the whole thing had 

been clad in the now ubiquitous blue plywood." Stephen Cornford 

 

Whilst playing around with the art historical referencing of the salon perhaps much of the 

work so far is part of a wider ‘blue period’ dominated as it has been by the big blue fence 

that surrounds the Olympic Park. Erected on the ODA’s possession of the Olympic site 

in East London in July 2007 this blue fence has become a potent symbol of privatisation 

and exclusion. As blue fence painters patrolled the site ready to erase the everyday 



evidence of dissent this East London border paradoxically acted as a trigger for debate 

and communication and a focus for creative interventions and critiques of this emblem 

and reality of enclosure -  trespassing, adapting and exploiting the comedy value of this 

unnatural blue jutting into the void over closed green waterways. 

 

From attempted and achieved incursions into the park (Stephen Gill and Iain Sinclair on 

the waterways, Stephen Cornford’s trespassing) numerous psycho-geographical walks 

and tours around it and reconstructions and interpretations of it (Penny Cliff’s interactive 

‘Big Blue Fence’) this painted fence has certainly been inspiring activity. During this 

period it has played host to expressions of dissent and ridicule from graffiti to ‘We Are 

Bad’ collective’s anti Olympic sloganeering, and, contrary to hiding what goes on behind 

its perimeters (for health and safety reasons) the fence has prompted increased 

determination to see beyond it - evidenced in the sprouting of unofficial monitoring and 

web cams on local vantage points such as Gainsborough school and Forman and Son’s 

‘Fish Eye Lens’ keeping a beady eye on goings on in the land once owned in part by 

them.  

 

Tessa Garland’s playful film ‘Parklife’ explores this fascination adapting footage of 

demolition and construction to create a site in which cranes break, the ‘d’ falls of the 

word ‘design’ and the ground shakes with the promise (or threat) of it’s future in classic 

Jurassic Park style. This deep bass rumble of change emitted from the construction site 

makes up the first section of Jem Finer’s sonic map, ‘The Rise and Fall of the Olympic 

State’ accompanied by  helicopters overhead and trains passing. Part two takes the 

listener on an ever so slightly subverted Olympic bus tour sampling some of the more 

exemplary sights or sounds of the park such as ‘ digger school’ before being joined by 

the distant sound of trumpet and saxophone building to a discordant crescendo as a 

brass band attempts to blow the fence ‘a tumbling down’ in reference to other cities and 

other divides across the ages. 

 

For the fence itself is a literal barrier but the largest border is the future Park itself which 

in its making inevitably closes down route ways and forms a divide between the London 

boroughs that surround its edges. Within the salon the link to this ‘other side’ (from our 

Hackney base to Stratford) was made through the work of Julika Gittner and John 

Purnell and their ‘From the Picturesque to the Demolished’ project  - a group show that 



functioned as protest and mourning for the illegally demolished Georgian Angel Cottage 

on the park’s Stratford edge. An angel’s viewpoint can be had from above its former site 

– from the speculative towers that rise in the East and most specifically from Holden 

Point - a residential tower with a top floor commandeered as official viewing platform for 

the Olympic site and host to the Queen, Blair, Livingstone and the IOC. In November 

2007 this became venue for another provocative artist organised project ‘ London 2012 

Never Took Place’ in which Mark Wayman performed his own ‘East London Border’ 

playing with the dichotomy between plan view and the idiosyncrasies of the edge lands. 

 

 
Jean-Francois Prost. All Aboard. 

 

Down on the ground the blue continued to cast its spell and whereas most describe its 

hue as arbitrary, unnatural and chemical, artist Jem Finer sees beauty in it -  the colour 

of a leap into the void, the colour of freedom and possibility or emptiness– issues that 

resonate with current discussion of legacy. Jim Thorp’s photographs of the blue fence in 

varying light conditions capture this essential duality as it appears to shimmer and reflect 

- an illusive mirage on the horizon of East London but a mirage that on closer inspection 



remains a solid barrier. As artist in residence at [space] in 2007 Jean-Francois Prost 

shunned studio for urban space and most specifically this blue barrier, getting to know 

the patrolling blue fence painters. On discovering a discarded paint can he acquired the 

code for this strange hue and, finding it was called ‘All Aboard,’ set about extending the 

Olympic wall by painting practically everything else in the vicinity blue too. This blue was 

also put to good use by the Office for Subversive Architecture for their blue fence 

intervention (in collaboration with Blueprint) ‘Point of View’ criticising the lack of 

corporate transparency and physical absence of viewing opportunities into a major 

construction site. A simple blue staircase led up the fence instantly bringing to mind the 

final scene of the film ‘The Truman Show’ in which Jim Carey’s character sails off across 

a seemingly vast ocean only to crash into the wall of solid blue sky that borders the 

world constructed around him.  

 

As the ODA’s phased plan of ‘demolish dig design’ met targets behind the fence parallel 

reactions to this from the outside have been disbelief, disillusion,dejection. With eviction 

and betrayals raw in adjacent communities the blue period has been inflected with an 

overload of nostalgia but now the page is closing on a specific era, the projects above 

can be archived in a blue bound volume and filed as history or myth. If following the 

analogy of a set of encyclopaedic Olympic volumes collating creative reaction to the 

change then in line with the onslaught of military urbanism (in the form of a 4 metre high 

voltage replacement barrier) then the next volume will, by association, be electric  - in 

which each turn of the page induces a shock – a  jolt to the system and perception. 

The blues are over. Get ready to Rock and Roll! 

 

Adaptation 

 

As time rolls on and earth shifts on the site, new arrivals rock up for a piece of the 

Olympic action but one leftover project from the ‘blue epoch’ remains of increasing 

resonance. Jean-Francois Prost’s ‘Adaptive Actions’ involves found and made 

alterations in the urban landscape as an expression of collective imagination. This idea 

of adaptive action is key as a model for not only the Olympic fringes but our City and our 

World as spaces and places evolve and tiny actions and everyday revolutions may 

intervene in our expectations and imaginings of how we are able to shape now and the 

future -  creating alternative legacies to that imposed from outside or above. 



 

This writing has been an exercise in weaving tales of craft and craftiness - webs of 

connections in which fact and fiction combine. I began with my small story, someone 

who came to know and love the Lower Lea valley and subsequently develop both a deep 

interest and concern with the changes taking place within and inflicted upon it. However, 

I am also something of a newcomer in comparison to the local company ‘Pudding Mill 

River: Purveyors of Sporting Spirits and Foodstuffs who have regularly sponsored salons 

on the Olympics 

The firm have been based in this area for generations harvesting its wild fruits to 

manufacturer local produce from blackberry jam to perfume . Adaptive action is part of 

their everyday survival. Just as the evicted salmon smoking business H Forman and Son 

now prosper in a brand new state of the art factory in prime position on the edge of the 

Olympic site, Pudding Mill River have relocated and adapted. Their company ethos is 

grounded in nature’s bounty and the seasons and they have certainly lived through 

many.  They have seen the valley’s greenhouses erected and dismantled, 

industrialisation prosper and decline, been caught up in the stories of evictions and 

upheaval and are now witness to the clamour descending on the edge lands.  

They are reliant on the gaps in planning for survival, the overlooked spaces where the 

impacts of development are starting to be felt but are also very aware that theirs is both 

a resilient and abundant harvest and in the privacy of their factory they may imagine the 

stadium’s skeleton decked with hanging bows of wild rose and bramble, the scent of 

elderflower floating in the air and the Pudding Mill River after which they are named 

infiltrating and rising again in the stadium site. With more than a lifetime’s experience in 

the Lea valley they have learned what development agencies should also pay heed to - 

that even before the birth of plastic and manufacturing of soap and matchbox cars in the 

area the balance between human settlement and nature has been a precarious one and 

the gods of commerce may do well to offer gifts to appease the river gods as their 

ancestors did centuries before. Working in the shadow of the rising stadium Pudding Mill 

River’s own agenda, their very foundation, is in gathering (all be it blackberries and 

elderflowers) and as such they are proud to support this gathering of people and ideas 

cherishing the abundant harvest of stories and events erupting around this ever 

changing East London site. 

 

 



 

 
Pudding Mill River scientists in harvesting action. 

 

--------------------------------------- 
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For upcoming salons and events email: 

hilary@optimisticproductions.co.uk 
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